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Abstract: Dyslexia-friendly typefaces for the Latin script have been proliferating during the past
decade. The typefaces are designed to tackle the challenges faced in a dyslexic reading experience
by manipulating their letter forms and typographic attributes; several studies reported a positive
effect on the reading experience. To this date, no working dyslexia-friendly Arabic typefaces are
available for the public. The present study is part of a larger practice-based research, where a novel
dyslexia-friendly Arabic typeface is designed using a user-centred design approach. The current
visual analysis marks the developmental phase, identifying the letterform features of dyslexia-
friendly Latin typefaces that can be mapped to the Arabic script. This article explores the typographic
features of dyslexia-friendly Latin typefaces by conducting a qualitative visual analysis; a proposed
modified version of Leeuwen’s Typographic Distinctive Features Framework is employed. The results
are discussed considering the Arabic script’s visual implications in a dyslexic reading experience.
The findings of this study are used to create a list of design considerations for a dyslexia-friendly
Arabic typeface.

Keywords: type design; typeface design; accessible design; inclusive design; practice-based research;
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1. Introduction

In the past decade, the understanding of disability has shifted notably in the West,
moving away from the medical approach toward a focus on human rights. This change
has been more rapid in Western societies compared to the Arab region’s pace in redefining
disability [1]. Age and disability are commonly understood as aspects of the human
experience that can be encountered by individuals at various stages of life [2]. This shift in
perspective has quickly become a key instrument in sparking legislation and regulations
that create a framework for a more inclusive and accessible society, and eventually trigger
a change in design practice, where mainstream design is more focused on inclusivity and
accessibility [3]. During the past decade, there has been a proliferation of typographical
adjustments in design, using typography to improve the legibility of reading material, such
as for children with low vision [4], beginner readers [5], and older readers [6]. Alongside
this trend the use of dyslexia-friendly typefaces for the Latin script to improve accessibility
has emerged. These dyslexia-friendly typefaces differ from mainstream typefaces because
of their letterform characteristics, in which letters are designed and manipulated to alleviate
the visual distortions experienced by individuals with dyslexia. However, to date, there
are no accessible or dyslexia-friendly typefaces for the Arabic script that are available for
public use, and, moreover, dyslexia is not legally recognised as a specific learning disability
in some Arabic nations, so support for such learners is limited. This study is part of a larger
practice-based research that seeks to design and publish a dyslexia-friendly Arabic typeface.
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The present study marks one of the developmental stages of the design; the objectives are
to identify the letterform characteristics of dyslexia-friendly Latin typefaces and judiciously
map them to the Arabic script. This study seeks to use empirical findings by conducting a
qualitative visual analysis of the typographic features of dyslexia-friendly Latin typefaces
and employ conclusions to create a list of design considerations to design an accessible
Arabic typeface, specifically, a dyslexia-friendly one.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Dyslexia Characteristics and Typeface Solutions

The majority of researchers argue that the leading causes of dyslexia are differences in
phonological processing skills [7–10] such as accurate and fluent word reading and spelling,
difficulties in phonological awareness, verbal memory, and verbal processing speed [11].
However, it is reported that other characteristics are experienced by readers with dyslexia
related to visual distortions. Several studies reported that the visual distortions experienced
can range from an illusion of shape [12] to words moving around on the page and double
vision [12–14]. Similarly, other studies concluded that participants with dyslexia experience
visual crowding more than control group participants (average readers), which eventually
leads to a slower reading speed [15–22]. In a dyslexic reading experience, visual crowding
can be explained as impaired letter recognition, when letters are critically closer to each
other [23]. Further research focusing on dyslexia in Semitic languages such as Hebrew and
Arabic reported the same characteristics; it is well established from several studies that
individuals with dyslexia faced challenges in letter position encoding and made errors in
reading tasks such as the migration of middle letters within words [24,25].

Individuals with dyslexia experience visual distortions in the first stage of the reading
cycle; therefore, it is imperative to underscore that dyslexia-friendly typefaces are designed
as an assistive tool to help alleviate the visual distortions and eventually reduce the visual
and cognitive load in a dyslexic reading experience [26]. The special letterform features
of dyslexia-friendly Latin typefaces arguably create an enhanced reading experience for
individuals with dyslexia, as confirmed by several academic studies [26–38]; the studies
examined the legibility of the dyslexia-friendly typefaces via gross measures such as
overall reading rate, word accuracy, and other methods such as eye movement measures.
Although most studies agree on the positive impact dyslexia-friendly typefaces have
on reading performance, several argue that a specified typeface designed for dyslexia
has no impact and it is merely the typographic settings of text spacing that determine
whether the typeface is dyslexia-friendly or not [39–42]. In relation to Arabic typefaces,
only two projects, Arabolexia [43] and Moyasar [44], have addressed the intersection of the
Arabic script and dyslexia. However, compared to their Latin counterparts, these projects
fall short of filling the research gap. Both Arabolexia and Moyasar face limitations, as
they are not available for public or licensed use to serve the shortage of accessible Arabic
typefaces. Furthermore, neither typeface adequately accounts for the distinctions between
the Latin and Arabic scripts, instead directly mapping the features of the Dyslexie typeface
even if it does not correspond with the nature of the Arabic script. While Arabolexia shows
promising results in reading tests [45], Moyasar remains unevaluated in any form.

2.2. The Potential of Cross-Script Letterform Mapping

Mapping letterform features of one script onto another script may seem unrealistic due
to their visual and aesthetical differences and distinct complexities. However, we propose
two arguments that suggest the opposite. The first is that cross-script research has been
conducted which reported positive results on the reading experience. The research was
conducted on the Japanese script, where the researchers mapped the letterform features of
a Latin typeface to the Japanese script and designed a Japanese typeface for readers with
dyslexia [46]. In a later stage, the dyslexia-friendly Japanese typeface was evaluated by
testing legibility and readability, which resulted in a positive impact on the reading experi-
ence [47]. Although the Latin and Japanese scripts have noticeable distinct visual aesthetics,
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the researchers were able to sensibly map the features that were suitable for the nature
of the Japanese script. The findings from the cross-script study indicate that a successful
cross-script mapping of letterform features is achievable, whilst considering the inherent
characteristics of the scripts involved inspired this study to explore similar avenues.

The second argument, also introduced in the previous cross-script study, presents
the basis that all human beings have the same visual word form recognition area in the
brain, as argued by Dehaene and Cohen [48]. This area is activated in all readers during the
reading process regardless of the language being read or how reading was acquired [49];
to elucidate, this theory suggests that no matter what language is read, the process of
capturing the visual shapes of the script is the same. Together with the fact that dyslexia
visual characteristics are similarly rooted in languages of different scripts [50–52], this serves
as a fundamental base for the present study to sensibly map the letterform characteristics
of the Latin script to the Arabic script despite their distinct nature.

2.3. Arabic Typography Anatomy Considerations

The field of Arabic typography is relatively younger in comparison to its Latin coun-
terpart [53]. This observation is corroborated by Almusallam [54] and Nemeth [55], who
highlight the scarcity of comprehensive research addressing Arabic typography, especially
concerning its fundamental aspects and intricate details, in contrast to the abundance
available for Latin typography. Consequently, the absence of a standardised terminology
framework for Arabic typography anatomy [56] poses a significant challenge. Without a
formal system of terminology and an analysis framework, achieving a healthy typography
system becomes problematic. Instead, various type designers rely on disparate references,
occasionally borrowing terms from calligraphy terminologies. Hence, in our present study,
we employ cross-script mapping to design an accessible Arabic font, wherein we systemati-
cally map letterform features from the well-established academic research of Latin fonts to
address the complexities of Arabic typography.

Before moving to the practice part of the study, to design an Arabic typeface for
readers with dyslexia, it is important to understand the visual differences between Arabic
and Latin scripts and how they affect reading. Initially, the Latin and Arabic scripts may
seem very distinct; however, they share similarities in the visual shapes of the letters
regarding counters, apertures, ascenders, and descenders. The difference lies not only in
the letters’ connectivity but also in the heights of the letters. Demonstrated in Figure 1
is an illustration proposed by type designer Pascal Zoghbi comparing Latin and Arabic
letterform features [57]. While Latin has two letter heights, which are the cap height
(representing the height of all the capital letters) and the x-height (representing the height
for all the small letters) [58], Arabic has multiple letter medial heights that help to retain
the fluidity of the Arabic script and can be categorised as loop height, eye height, and tooth
height [54,56,59].

In a dyslexic reading experience, the Arabic script is considered one of the most
visually complex scripts in the world because of its inherent visual characteristics [60–62].
Three of the main visual implications are discussed in the light of this study.
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pending on the order of letters in a word, words can exhibit full connectivity, partial con-
nectivity, or remain entirely disconnected, as depicted in Figure 2. Several researchers 
have posited that this feature places a considerable visual load on readers, making the 
Arabic script one of the most challenging scripts to master [63–65], even in the context of 
designing an Arabic typeface. 

Conversely, some research studies have reported no adverse effects of letter connec-
tivity on reading performance. A study conducted by Khateb et al. [66] assessed the im-
pact of letter connectivity within words on the visual recognition process in Arabic, where 
a lexical-decision task test was administered to fifty-eight proficient readers and twenty 
readers with reading difficulties. The results concluded that there was no detrimental in-
fluence of letter connectivity within words on word recognition during reading. Another 
study by Taha et al. [67] reported a positive effect on reading performance; the findings 
suggested that instead of hindering reading speed, letter connectivity within words 
seemed to have a positive impact, particularly during the initial stages of word recogni-
tion. In support of these findings, a study comparing visual complexity between Hebrew 
and Arabic [68] found that letter detection for connected words was superior to non-con-
nected words. 

 

Figure 1. Arabic letterform anatomy. Note: From right to left are Arabic letters “Hah” and “Reh” in
red colour contrasted with Latin letterforms in grey colour. On the left side are anatomy descriptions
in Red colour with translation on the right side.

2.3.1. Letter Connectivity in Words

Apart from its right-to-left writing direction, the Arabic script is known for its char-
acteristic letter connectivity within words. However, this is only sometimes the case;
depending on the order of letters in a word, words can exhibit full connectivity, partial
connectivity, or remain entirely disconnected, as depicted in Figure 2. Several researchers
have posited that this feature places a considerable visual load on readers, making the
Arabic script one of the most challenging scripts to master [63–65], even in the context of
designing an Arabic typeface.
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Conversely, some research studies have reported no adverse effects of letter connectiv-
ity on reading performance. A study conducted by Khateb et al. [66] assessed the impact
of letter connectivity within words on the visual recognition process in Arabic, where a
lexical-decision task test was administered to fifty-eight proficient readers and twenty read-
ers with reading difficulties. The results concluded that there was no detrimental influence
of letter connectivity within words on word recognition during reading. Another study by
Taha et al. [67] reported a positive effect on reading performance; the findings suggested
that instead of hindering reading speed, letter connectivity within words seemed to have
a positive impact, particularly during the initial stages of word recognition. In support
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of these findings, a study comparing visual complexity between Hebrew and Arabic [68]
found that letter detection for connected words was superior to non-connected words.

Consistent with these prior findings, a recent experimental study explored the in-
fluence of connected words on reading performance in individuals with dyslexia [69].
The results revealed that reading performance was better preserved for connected than
non-connected words. While the connectivity of the Arabic script may appear to introduce
visual complexity, legibility remains paramount in script connectivity.

2.3.2. Diacritical Marks

Diacritical marks, also known as vocalisation marks, are depicted above or below
letters to denote the correct pronunciation, as shown in Figure 3. These diacritical marks
are considered to increase the visual and cognitive load during the reading process. Never-
theless, their role is indispensable for precise pronunciation and meaning, particularly for
beginner readers, as they aid in disambiguating homographs [70].
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In a study assessing the impact of diacritical marks on reading performance [71],
sixty-eight participants were presented with vowelised and non-vowelised paragraphs and
lists of words. The results indicated that diacritical marks facilitated word recognition in
the Arabic language. Another study was conducted to measure the influence of diacritical
marks on reading comprehension [72]; second- and sixth-grade participants were selected
and exposed to vowelised and non-vowelised texts. The findings demonstrated that
diacritical marks played a significant role in enhancing reading comprehension in both age
groups. These prior findings concur that despite introducing visual complexity, diacritical
marks are crucial facilitators for enhanced reading performance.

2.3.3. Letterform Variety: Letter Variations, Alternates, and Ligatures

The Arabic script presents visual complexity through diverse letter shapes and multi-
letter combinations, classified into three categories: letter variations, alternates, and liga-
tures. The script inherently transforms letter shapes based on their position within a word,
resulting in isolated, initial, medial, and final forms, named single-letter variations, as
observed in Figure 4. A study by Friedmann and Haddad-Hanna [73] revealed that letter-
form variations influence reading errors in dyslexic readers, with migrations necessitating
form changes having lower error rates. This finding suggests that the Arabic script’s visual
complexity aids in reducing letter position errors during reading.

The second category involves letter alternates, which contribute to calligraphic aes-
thetics. These alternates provide additional forms of a letter, chosen based on adjacent
letters, as exemplified in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. An illustrative text depicting letter variations for the letter “Mim”. Note: From left to
right, the words translate as blood, pen, moon, and meadow. The letter “Mim,” highlighted in grey,
undergoes shape alterations depending on its position within the word, transitioning from isolated
to final, medial, and initial forms.
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Figure 5. Various shapes of the medial form of the letter “Mim”. Note: From left to right, words
translate as fish, carry, and ants. The medial form of the letter “Mim” in grey colour has different
shapes (alternates) depending on adjacent letters.

Ligatures, the third category, enhance calligraphic aesthetics by combining two specific
letters into a singular form, as illustrated in Figure 6. While neither alternates nor ligatures
are essential for legibility, a study by Chahine [74] found that excessive ligatures can
impede legibility.
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Figure 6. An exemplary text comparing standard and ligature forms. Note: The word translates as
“ants”, with the sequence displayed as follows: letters in standard form, a ligature used to replace
initial and medial letters, and the original letter combination separated. The letters “Nun” and “Mim”
are highlighted in black.

In summary, the visual implications of the Arabic script encompass letter connectivity
in words, diacritical marks, and letterform variety, including variations, alternates, and
ligatures. Understanding these aspects is crucial for a practice-based research approach,
as they provide the foundation for discussing the results of the visual analysis to evaluate
if the visual implication impedes the legibility of the Arabic script in a dyslexic reading
experience and whether these aspects can be waived or are mandatory for the script to
be legible. The results of the visual analysis generate design considerations for creating a
dyslexia-friendly Arabic typeface.
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3. The Experiment: A Visual Content Analysis

The main objective of conducting this visual analysis is to identify the letterform
features of dyslexia-friendly Latin typefaces. The analysis findings are synthesised with
the visual implications of the Arabic script to map the letterform features and ultimately
design an Arabic typeface specialised for readers with dyslexia. The Leeuwen framework of
typographic distinctive features [75] is used for this visual analysis; the framework consists
of eight parameters to describe the visual characteristics of typography: weight, expansion,
slope, curvature, connectivity, orientation, regularity, and non-distinctive features. While
proposed through the lens of a multimodal theorist, the framework proves effective in
describing and examining letterform characteristics within typefaces [76]. It helps in
describing the visual elements in typographic designs including typefaces within defined
parameters, allowing for a comprehensive analysis of letterform features. Originally
developed for analyzing Latin-based typography, the framework’s application without
modification in the present study may introduce a two-faced limitation by potentially
neglecting nuances specific to legibility studies and cultural variations inherent in the
Arabic script, as the current study endeavors to extend its findings to the Arabic context.
This means that visual aspects important for legibility are not considered, and nuances
specific to the Arabic script could be neglected, leading to an inaccurate mapping process
as well as privileging a Western lens.

To address this limitation, this research integrates two supplementary parameters: one
pertaining to legibility and the other to the exploration of Arabic as a means of mapping
the findings. The first parameter, apertures and counters, draws inspiration from Robert
Bringhurst’s work, ‘The Elements of Typographic Style’, where he characterizes aperture as
“a gauge of grace or good fortune in typefaces” [77]. In typography, an aperture pertains
to the partially enclosed space within letters, while a counter denotes the fully enclosed
space within a letter. The rationale behind incorporating this parameter lies in the fact that
legibility studies frequently encompass an evaluation of the degree of letterform openness,
presented in apertures and counters, as an important variable [78–80].

The second parameter, tension and contrast, derives from Andreas Stötzner’s proposi-
tions regarding elements within graphic signs, as explained in his work ‘Signography’ [81].
In typography, tension pertains to the juncture where the thin stroke intersects with the
thick stroke, while contrast refers to the pronounced disparity between the thinnest and
thickest strokes. This parameter holds important relevance as it strongly predicts stroke
dynamics, a characteristic prominently evident within the Arabic script. Also, it ensures
that a Western lens is not privileged when synthesising the data to the Arabic script. Hence,
its inclusion within our research is both imperative and inevitable whilst also presenting
an extended Leeuwen framework for consideration and analysis.

3.1. Typeface Sample

Three specific dyslexia-friendly Latin typeface samples are deliberately selected for
various reasons, with the primary objective being the introduction of visual diversity
and the mitigation of potential bias. The initial typeface in this selection is the FS Me
typeface, a typeface expertly crafted by Jason Smith of Typeface Smith Design Studio, a
constituent of the Monotype Type Foundry [82]. This typeface, conceived in 2008, was
specially commissioned by the learning difficulty charity Mencap. Notably, the foundry
itself has hailed this typeface as a ‘benchmark in accessible typeface design’ [82]. The FS
Me typeface emerged due to a research initiative by Mencap, drawing upon insights from
specialists, design expertise, and rigorous testing with the intended audience [83]. The
second typeface is the Sylexiad typeface, a typeface conceived as part of academic research
by Hillier [33], an individual with dyslexia. Sylexiad is the product of a series of typeface
legibility and readability studies undertaken by its creator. It has been available as an
open-source typeface since 2019 [84]. The third typeface, Open Dyslexic, is an open-source
and freely available typeface designed by Abelardo Gonzalez, created in 2012 [85]. Notably,
this typeface has garnered notable attention in the academic literature, with several studies
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evaluating its effectiveness [27,30,41]. The selection of these sample typefaces, as shown
in Figure 7, is thoughtfully made to encompass a diverse array of typefaces, including
those commissioned or research-initiated and those designed by typography specialists or
general designers and researchers, regardless of their dyslexia status.
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Figure 7. Alphabet letters are displayed in the sample typefaces.

As the visual content analysis aims to identify the letterform visual features that make
a typeface dyslexia-friendly, it is prudent to establish a benchmark to facilitate meaningful
conclusions. Therefore, three widely used mainstream typefaces are utilised as benchmarks.
These typefaces include Times New Roman (TNR), Courier, and Helvetica [86–88]. The
choice of these benchmark typefaces is underpinned by their ability to represent a broad
spectrum of physical attributes, as depicted in Figure 8; this approach mitigates any stylistic
biases by offering a range of stylistic typeface perspectives. It is crucial to highlight that
the benchmark typefaces were not selected based on their legibility performance; instead,
they represent various stylistic approaches to typefaces for average readers. Specifically,
TNR is a serif and a widely used typeface among average readers [89], Courier is a slab
serif and monospaced, while Helvetica is sans serif. The benchmark typefaces used are not
recommended by the British Dyslexia Association (BDA) for their readability for dyslexic
readers because their letterform characteristics are designed for mainstream readers. BDA-
recommended typefaces could provide invaluable data due to their visual similarities
with the typefaces under investigation. However, this research uses commonly accepted
typefaces among the general readership, as they are more likely to yield notable insights.
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3.2. Method

The modified Leeuwen framework proposed in this study is used for this analysis; a
total of ten parameters are employed to systematically analyse the letterform characteristics
inherent in dyslexia-friendly Latin typefaces, as visually represented in Figure 9: (1) weight,
(2) expansion, (3) slope, (4) curvature, (5) connectivity, (6) orientation, (7) regularity, (8) non-
distinctive features, (9) apertures and counters; and (10) tension and contrast.
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Figure 9. The modified version of the Leeuwen framework for typography analysis. Note: Curly
brackets denote ‘parallel systems’, indicating a ‘both...and’ rule, while square brackets signify bi-
nary systems, representing ‘either...or’ options. Double-headed arrows are utilised to indicate
graded contrasts and continuums within the modified framework. The last two parameters are the
novel additions.

3.3. Procedure

To facilitate a thorough examination of letterforms, the researchers employ Adobe
Illustrator, a vector graphics editor program. This choice of software proves advantageous
due to its array of tools that assist in the analysis process, including measurement tools,
zoom capabilities, and type, character, and paragraph editing features. The sentence ‘The
quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog’ is a recognised pangram for typesetting; it
contains all the letters of the alphabet and is presented in sentence case, which helps to
improve word recognition and readability compared to all-capital text [90].

The framework’s parameters are carefully analysed to explore the nuances in the
letterform features and understand how these features manifest. Each parameter label
identifies ‘what’ is happening in the visual aspect of the letterforms, while the parameter
description explains ‘how’ the design choices appear. To facilitate precise visual compar-
isons between typefaces, the x-height (the height for all the small letters [58]) is equated
to 40 pt (all measurements are ratios measured to the equated x-height), which isolates
other typographical attributes like letter shapes, stroke widths, and ascenders/descenders
for evaluation [91]. This focused examination enables a comprehensive analysis of the
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unique characteristics of each typeface, allowing for accurate and objective evaluations of
different typefaces.

3.4. Findings
3.4.1. Parameter (1): Weight

The weight parameter refers to the thickness of a typeface’s strokes, particularly the
standing stems of letters such as b, d, f, h, I, k, and l. While typefaces may appear to have
the same weight, close examination reveals subtle variations. To address this, our study
focused on a select group of prominent letters with standing stems in each typeface to
promote meaningful comparisons and reduce inconclusive data.

As depicted in Figure 10, TNR is the boldest typeface with the most substantial stroke
width, while Sylexiad is the narrowest. FS Me is the second boldest, closely behind TNR.
Helvetica and Courier have nearly identical stroke widths, with Courier being slightly
narrower in two instances. The Open Dyslexic typeface has a unique visual structure that
results in mid-range weight variations.
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weight of the standing stem relative to the x-height.

3.4.2. Parameter (2): Expansion

The expansion parameter encompasses considerations related to both the width of the
letterform and the broader concept of inter-word and inter-letter spacing in typography. In
evaluating letterform width, this study focuses on three specific letter samples: ‘o’, ‘v’, and
‘z’, each presenting distinct visual constructions. These letters were deliberately chosen
due to their varied visual elements, incorporating round, diagonal, and horizontal lines,
thereby enabling a comprehensive exploration of diverse outcomes within this parameter.
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Among the typefaces under examination, TNR and Courier exhibit the widest let-
terforms, consistently presenting the broadest letters across the ‘o’, ‘v’, and ‘z’ samples,
encompassing round, diagonal, and horizontal letter structures. Conversely, the FS Me
typeface consistently maintains the narrowest width across all letter samples. In contrast,
Sylexiad, Open Dyslexic, and Helvetica demonstrate closely aligned letterform widths,
with their measurements consistently falling within the mid-range when compared to one
another, as visually represented in Figure 11.
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Upon initial observation, it becomes evident that the inter-word spacing within Courier
and Open Dyslexic presents a notably wider appearance in contrast to TNR, which exhibits
a more condensed spacing relative to the other typeface samples. Helvetica, following
in the footsteps of TNR, displays an inter-word spacing of moderate width. In contrast,
Sylexiad and FS Me fall within the category of wider spacing, as visually presented in
Figure 12.

Similarly, the inter-letter spacing closely mirrors the inter-word spacing, except for the
wider spacing observed in Courier compared to Open Dyslexic, as indicated in Figure 13.
TNR consistently maintains the most condensed spacing, even within inter-letter spacing.
Helvetica, meanwhile, retains a spacing that falls within the moderate range. In contrast,
Sylexiad and FS Me occupy the spectrum characterised by wider inter-letter spacing.
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3.4.3. Parameter (3): Slope

The parameter of slope refers to the tilt or angle of the typeface relative to the baseline.
To ensure accurate comparisons, letters featuring standing stems, specifically ‘b’, ‘h’, and
‘l’, have been selected for this analysis. A preliminary examination reveals that all typeface
samples, except for Open Dyslexic, feature upright standing letters. To verify this obser-
vation, measurements of the angles of the standing stems in relation to the baseline are
undertaken, as depicted in Figure 14.
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TNR, Courier, Helvetica, Sylexiad, and FS Me are typically upright typefaces, display-
ing no discernible slope and maintaining a right angle. In contrast, Open Dyslexic presents
a distinctive rightward slope, except for the letter ‘b’, which slopes to the left.

3.4.4. Parameter (4): Curvature

Curvature pertains to the degree of roundness or angularity within letterforms, promi-
nently influencing a typeface’s overall visual aesthetic and terminal design treatment. Upon
examining the overall shapes of letterforms, as depicted in Figure 15, it becomes apparent
that Open Dyslexic is notable for its emphasis on angularity. In contrast, FS Me prioritises
curvature in its design.
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Figure 15. Comparison of overall curvature.

A closer inspection of specific letters, such as ‘k’, ‘v’, and ‘w’, reveals distinct levels of
curviness in various structural elements, as sequentially shown in Figure 16. Sylexiad and
Helvetica maintain a moderate degree of curvature, with Helvetica leaning more towards
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angularity. In contrast, Courier adopts a general aesthetic that emphasises curvature and
minimises angularity, mainly attributable to rounded serifs. This leads to a discussion of
the second aspect of curvature, terminal treatment, in the subsequent paragraph.
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Figure 16. Curved elements in letters ‘k’, ‘v’, and ‘w’ in the FS Me typeface.

Regarding the terminal treatment of ascenders, descenders, and letter tails, a repre-
sentative sample encompassing the letters ‘a’, ‘c’, ‘j’, and ‘t’ is chosen to ensure equitable
comparisons. Since TNR and Courier fall under the category of Serifed typefaces, the
selected letters are the only ones featuring terminals that do not conclude with a serif. As
observed in Figure 17, it becomes evident that only Courier and FS Me feature a rounded ter-
minal design treatment, while the remaining typefaces exhibit an angular terminal design.
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3.4.5. Parameter (5): Connectivity

The connectivity parameter concerns how letters and words are linked when the
typeface is employed within a text block. As clearly illustrated in Figure 18, none of the
sampled typefaces exhibit any form of connectivity. There is a conspicuous absence of
letter-to-letter connectivity within words and word-to-word connectivity within sentences.
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3.4.6. Parameter (6): Orientation

Within this parameter, our examination of the selected typeface samples adopts a dual
perspective on orientation. The initial perspective focuses on overall orientation, deter-
mining whether a typeface predominantly aligns horizontally (anchored to the baseline)
or vertically (extending upward). As Figure 19 illustrates, Courier and Open Dyslexic,
followed by Helvetica, notably demonstrate a horizontal overall orientation. In contrast,
TNR and FS Me typefaces, along with Sylexiad to a lesser extent, tend to exhibit a more
vertical overall orientation.
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The second perspective examines the relative length of ascenders and descenders in
relation to the x-height. As illustrated in Figure 20, we assess two letters with ascenders (‘d’
and ‘h’) and two letters with descenders (‘p’ and ‘y’) by utilising the ruler tool to ensure
precision in our evaluation. A clear pattern emerges: FS Me, TNR, and Sylexiad feature
ascenders and descenders of greater length, with Sylexiad showcasing the most elongated
ascenders and descenders. Conversely, Courier, Open Dyslexic, and Helvetica exhibit
shorter ascenders and descenders, with Helvetica representing the typeface with the most
abbreviated ascenders and descenders.
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3.4.7. Parameter (7): Regularity

Regularity in typeface design involves assessing patterns and irregularities from
internal (e.g., stroke thickness) and external (e.g., size and shape). Initially, irregularities
appeared in Open Dyslexic but were later found in Sylexiad and FS Me typefaces. Open
Dyslexic displays uneven stroke thickness, following a consistent pattern, notably in ‘u’
and ‘i’. In contrast, Sylexiad, FS Me, Helvetica, Courier, and TNR maintain uniform stroke
widths, as depicted in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Comparing internal features of letterforms.

Externally, all typefaces maintain consistent letter sizing but deviate in shape. Sylexiad
introduces irregularities with slabbed serifs in ‘q’, ‘u’, ‘n’, and ‘d’, as illustrated in Figure 22,
while Open Dyslexic adds distinctive elements to ‘q’ and ‘l’.
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Likewise, Open Dyslexic also exhibits a proportionate number of irregularities. In
addition to its internal regularity in stroke width, the letters ‘q’ and ‘l’ incorporate supple-
mentary design elements that distinguish them from the remaining letters, as illustrated in
Figure 23.
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An additional observation emerges upon a more comprehensive analysis of each
individual typeface sample and a cross-comparison of the various typeface samples. It is
revealed that TNR, Courier, Helvetica, and Open Dyslexic use a double story ‘a’, while FS
Me and Sylexiad opt for a single-story ‘a’ as shown in Figure 24.
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3.4.8. Parameter (8): Non-Distinctive Features

The parameter of non-distinctive features encompasses the classification of the type-
face’s style, including attributes such as whether it adheres to a specific category like serif or
sans-serif, or whether any decorative flourishes are incorporated, appearing capriciously or
regularly. As demonstrated in Figure 25, the distinction is readily apparent: Open Dyslexic,
FS Me, Sylexiad, and Helvetica are categorised as sans-serif typefaces. Conversely, TNR
and Courier fall within the serif category. To be more specific, TNR features transitional
serifs, while Courier adopts rounded slab serifs.
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3.4.9. Parameter (9): Apertures and Counters

This new parameter involves the assessment of letterform openness concerning aper-
tures and counters. An aperture signifies the space between two strokes, as exemplified
in the letter ‘c’, while a counter refers to the space enclosed by the strokes within a letter,
as seen in the letter ‘o’. To avoid redundancy in data, a pair of letter samples is selected
for both the aperture and counter aspects. Specifically, the letters ‘c’ and ‘e’ are chosen
for aperture examination, while ‘o’ and ‘b’ are selected to assess counters. As depicted in
Figure 26, a distinct pattern emerges where FS Me, Sylexiad, and Open Dyslexic exhibit
typefaces with open apertures, which is particularly evident in the letter ‘c’. In contrast,
TNR, Courier, and Helvetica tend to feature a more closed aperture range.
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When considering the counter space aspect, it becomes apparent that there exists a
relatively subtle disparity in counter space among typefaces falling within the middle range.
Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that Open Dyslexic notably exhibits the tightest counter
space, plausibly due to its inherent heavy bottom letter feature. Conversely, Courier
displays the widest counter space, likely attributed to its monospaced characteristic, as
highlighted in letters ‘o’ and ‘b’ in Figure 27. FS Me, TNR, Sylexiad, and Helvetica are
situated within this middle range, with the latter boasting the most expansive counter space.
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3.4.10. Parameter (10): Tension and Contrast

This further new parameter explores stroke attributes generated by the pen’s motion,
including tension (the convergence of the thickest and thinnest strokes) and contrast
(progression from boldest to finest stroke). The letter ‘v’ is the focus, exemplifying stroke
movement dynamics. Its downward diagonal arm is the thickest stroke, while the opposing
arm embodies the thinnest stroke, reflecting tension and contrast.

The examination reveals a notable difference: TNR displays the highest tension and
stroke contrast, as depicted in Figure 28, while Helvetica, Courier, FS Me, Open Dyslexic,
and Sylexiad exhibit minimal to negligible tension and contrast in their stroke dynamics.
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4. Discussion

The visual analysis of dyslexia-friendly typefaces, including Open Dyslexic, Sylexiad,
and FS Me, provides valuable insights into how these typefaces address the specific needs of
individuals with dyslexia. This study successfully achieved its first objective by identifying
the letterform features of these dyslexia-friendly Latin typefaces, as summarised in Table 1.
However, it is essential to note that the findings did not reveal a consensus on visual
similarities among the typefaces, given that different individuals with diverse perspectives
and objectives created each typeface, as discussed in Section 3.1.
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Table 1. Letterform features of the sampled dyslexia-friendly typefaces.

Letterform Feature FS Me Sylexiad Open Dyslexic

Weight Regular Narrow Regular

Expansion:
1. Letter Width Condensed Moderate Moderate
2. Spacing Moderate Moderate Wide

Slope Upright Upright Minimal Sloping

Curvature:
1. Structure Stress Curvature Moderate Stress Angularity
2. Terminal Rounded Angular Angular

Connectivity Disconnected Disconnected Disconnected

Orientation:
1. Structure Moderate Vertical Horizontal
2. Ascenders and Descenders Moderate Longer Moderate

Regularity:
1. Letterform Features Added design elements Added design elements Variant stroke thickness
2. Consistency No consistency No consistency Consistency

Non-distinctive Features:
1. Grounding Sans serif Sans serif Sans serif
2. Flourishes None None None

Aperture and Counters Open aperture and
moderate counters

Open aperture and
moderate counters

Open aperture and tight
counters

Tension and Contrast Low Low Low

Section 4 examines key findings and their implications, shedding light on how these
typefaces cater to the challenges faced by dyslexic readers, as well as how the features map
to the Arabic script.

4.1. Typeface Weight, Expansion, and Slope

Stroke variability and weight distribution are critical considerations in dyslexia-
friendly typefaces. Open Dyslexic’s heavier bottom letters aim to reduce letter migration,
a common issue for dyslexic readers [24,25]. However, the uneven stroke width within
Open Dyslexic may pose readability challenges and may not appeal to a wider audience. In
contrast, Sylexiad and FS Me opt for a more uniform stroke, creating a more straightforward
and softer aesthetic that reduces visual and cognitive load. Additionally, all typefaces have
upright letters (except for Open Dyslexic), arguably to decrease any visual disturbance by
visually communicating the letters’ shape in a readable and straightforward style.

Although the present analysis did not find letter width a notable attribute for dyslexia-
friendly typefaces, research suggests that broader letterforms may enhance letter recogni-
tion [92]. Although this inconsistency highlights the need for ongoing research in dyslexia-
friendly typography, it posed no setbacks in this study. This is because the concept of letter
width cannot correlate to the Arabic script due to its connected nature, making it irrelevant
to the study’s objectives. However, it is essential to acknowledge that stroke aesthetics
and variability are strong predictors in the Arabic script. Therefore, the proposed design
approach should adopt a moderate to lighter stroke weight. With regard to the slope aspect,
the Arabic script has minimal slope due to its calligraphic background. However, adopting
a non-sloping design choice will not affect the script’s functionality or aesthetics.

4.2. Curvature, Connectivity, and Orientation

The results of the visual analysis shed light on aspects of letterform design crucial for
dyslexic readers. All examined typefaces follow a sans-serif style, chosen for its simplicity.
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Measures to enhance readability include rounded shapes to accentuate curvature and
making unconnected typefaces, unlike script typefaces. Long ascenders and descenders
help recognise words and reduce crowding in Latin scripts [93,94]. However, this technique
may not be as effective for the Arabic script due to its visually linear aesthetic and could
disrupt the flow of eye movements along the string of connected letters.

4.3. Regularity and Non-Distinctive Features

Examining the regularity of letterform shapes emphasises the balance between consis-
tent design principles and incorporating unique elements for visually similar letters. While
the sampled typefaces generally adhere to the sans-serif style for minimalism, indicating
a preference for simpler aesthetics, Sylexiad and Open Dyslexic intentionally add design
elements to differentiate visually similar letterforms that highlight the importance of letter
recognition in a dyslexic reading experience. However, it may not be feasible to add a
design element to Arabic letters due to their expanded shape and variations, which would
compromise the script’s consistent design aesthetic. Instead, a simplified Naskh style can
enhance the reading experience as confirmed by Chahine [74]; a Naskh style in writing
Arabic uses thin lines and round letters [95]. Also, incorporating larger dots for certain
letters can offer visual cues in Arabic typography.

4.4. Aperture and Counter Design

The analysis of typeface openness through aperture and counter assessments reveals
attributes that enhance readability for dyslexic readers. Typefaces with open apertures like
FS Me and Sylexiad support better character recognition. This design choice aligns with
prior research by Beier and Oderkerk [78], emphasising the readability benefits of open
apertures in typefaces. Open counters also improve letter recognition. Furthermore, the
analysis conducted on the Sylexiad typeface highlighted counters as a design attribute,
whereas the FS Me typeface had moderately sized counters. In contrast, Open Dyslexic
had the most closed counters due to its non-uniform stroke and weight distribution, which
mainly existed in the bottom half of the letters. The analysis of counters revealed that
the findings from Sylexiad and FS Me typefaces support the argument in the existing
literature that open counters enhance letter recognition [78]. Therefore, both attributes will
be mapped to the Arabic script by adopting open counters as well as apertures for the
typeface prototype design.

4.5. Tension and Contrast in Stroke Movement

The analysis of stroke movement shows that dyslexia-friendly typefaces prioritise
minimal tension and contrast to reduce visual and cognitive load. TNR is a typeface that
has high contrast and tension, which gives it a distinctive style. However, for readers with
dyslexia, it can be difficult to read. Typefaces like FS Me, Open Dyslexic, and Sylexiad are
designed to have minimal tension and contrast, making them simpler to read and reducing
visual and cognitive load for readers with dyslexia. However, tension and contrast are
important in Arabic typography due to its calligraphic background; nevertheless, careful
consideration is required to preserve the script’s calligraphic spirit and ensure readability.

4.6. The Visual Implications of the Arabic Script

The visual analysis of Latin typefaces informs the design of an Arabic dyslexia-friendly
typeface. However, specific visual implications of Arabic, such as letter connectivity and
diacritical marks, cannot be directly mapped from Latin typefaces. Diacritical marks serve
a vital role in Arabic, clarifying pronunciations and meanings. The complexity of letter
shape variations is addressed by simplifying letter variations while maintaining the main
structure. The visual analysis of the Latin typefaces generally informs the visual aesthetics
of the novel Arabic typeface. However, revisiting the visual implications discussed in
the literature review is important. The three main implications discussed were letter
connectivity, diacritical marks, and letter shape-shifting situations. The first implication
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highlights the inherently connected nature of the Arabic script, which is crucial for its
functionality and readability. Consequently, the findings regarding connectivity from the
visual analysis could not be directly applied to the Arabic script.

The second visual implication concerns the presence of diacritical marks and their
potential to create visual complexity. In contrast to Latin dyslexia typefaces, which prioritise
simplicity, diacritical marks play a crucial role in Arabic orthography. They enhance reading
by clarifying word pronunciations and meanings, particularly due to the deep nature of
the Arabic orthography. To simplify the visual aesthetics by not including the diacritical
marks is considered unreasonable, specifically in a dyslexic reading experience. To design
the Arabic typeface, diacritical marks are included in the design.

The third visual implication is the shapeshifting nature of the Arabic letters and
their variations, alternates, and ligatures. While letter variations are necessary for the
script to function, and the two other categories add aesthetic value to the text, only the
letter variations are included in the prototype design. This is because the Arabic script is
inherently connected, and it is inevitable that letters change shapes depending on their
sequence in a word. Therefore, to maintain the main structure of the letter throughout the
variations, a simplified version of the letter variation can be considered.

4.7. Proposed Letterform Features

The insights from the visual analysis of the three dyslexia-friendly typefaces (FS Me,
Sylexiad, and Open Dyslexic) provide a valuable understanding of the letterform features in
such typefaces. The variations in design attributes among these typefaces can be attributed
to their different designers, backgrounds, and purposes. This underscores the diversity
of design approaches to achieve the common goal of improving the reading experience
for individuals with dyslexia. As seen in Figure 29, each typeface addresses issues like
visual crowding, letter confusion, and disruption differently. Open Dyslexic focuses on
stroke weight distribution to minimise letter disruption with heavier bottoms, while FS Me
and Sylexiad prioritise open apertures and distinctive elements for improved readability.
Various design treatments, such as open counters and apertures, longer ascenders and
descenders, and a rounded design approach, are employed to combat letter crowding and
confusion. It is essential to note that these design treatments are not strictly applied but
balanced to enhance overall readability.
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Furthermore, the discussion of visual analysis findings within the context of Arabic
script implications provides a set of principles and references for designing a dyslexia-
friendly Arabic typeface. The identified letterform features are summarised as follows and
serve as a design brief for the typeface prototype, which is designed as part of the larger
practice-based study. Figure 30 depicts an initial prototype of the typeface design, which
provides an overview of the Arabic typeface structure and letterform feature; the prototype
can serve as a design guideline for the design of accessible Arabic typefaces:
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• Uniform and moderate stroke weight.
• Minimal stroke tension and contrast.
• Upright letters with open apertures and counters.
• Moderate length for ascenders and descenders to maintain text flow.
• Larger dots for visual cues and letter differentiation.
• Rounded overall aesthetic and terminals to reduce visual complexity.
• Simplified letter variations by retaining one main structure throughout.
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5. Limitation of This Study

This study employed a visual content analysis methodology, a process prone to subjec-
tivity and potentially yielding unreliable data, as suggested by previous researchers [96–98].
This inherent limitation stems from the interpretive nature of visual content analysis, where
researchers’ sample selection, perceptions, and biases may influence the analysis process.
To address this concern and enhance the credibility of our findings, we propose a successive
study involving a focus group of participants with dyslexia. By presenting the recommen-
dations generated from the initial analysis to this group, we aim to mitigate subjectivity
and increase the reliability of our results. Engaging directly with individuals affected by
dyslexia provides valuable insights, ensuring that our recommendations are informed by
their perspectives and experiences, thus strengthening the robustness of our conclusions.

6. Conclusions

This study analysed dyslexia-friendly Latin typefaces to identify their letterform
features and determine their applicability to Arabic script. The study provides design
guidance for creating aesthetically appealing and accessible type designs for readers with
dyslexia and other user groups with specific design needs. It also contributes to discussions
on accessibility and inclusive design, emphasising the importance of accommodating
diverse readers’ preferences and needs.

The present research is one of the developmental phases of designing an Arabic typeface
for the dyslexic reader. The larger practice-based study sets out to design the Arabic typeface
by mapping letterform characteristics of existing and academically validated dyslexia-friendly
Latin typefaces. The findings of the analysis aid the researcher/designer in developing further
design principles and considerations to create an Arabic dyslexia-friendly typeface, which
will be evaluated through a series of reading tests with dyslexic readers.

7. Future Research

To advance our understanding, future research in this field should explore uncharted
avenues, delving deeper into design requirements for typefaces serving individuals with
low vision. Additionally, studies should incorporate larger and more diverse typeface sam-
ples, employing various research methodologies to identify accessible letterform features.
These efforts will significantly contribute to the evolving knowledge in this field.
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The next step in this study involves utilising the prototype typeface as a conversation
facilitator in focus groups to gather design feedback to inform future development. The
creation of this accessible Arabic typeface is a remarkable stride towards inclusivity and
improved readability for individuals with dyslexia in the Arab region. It empowers those
with dyslexia, raises awareness, and promotes accessible design practices, embracing a
neglected area and fostering a more inclusive and equitable society.
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